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INTRODUCTION
Ground-based logging typically produces well-defined
skid trails on the forest floor during log extraction.
With conventional logging, these skid trails cover from
18 to 36 percent of the soil surface after a single
harvest entry (Dyrness 1965; Froehlich 1976).
Subsequent entries can increase the area in skid trails
to as much as 80 percent of the soil surface.

The soil in the skid trails is almost always compacted.
Increases in soil density during skidding generally
range from 10 to 80 percent (Foil and Ralston 1967;
Froehlich 1979), depending on soil strength, moisture
content, organic matter, and machine variables such as
ground pressure and vibration. Logging over frozen
ground or a heavy cover of snow or slash can moderate
or eliminate soil compaction (Froehlich 1978). In most
areas, however, timber harvesting cannot always be

scheduled to take advantage of those protective
conditions; thus, soil compaction usually accompanies
log skidding.

Soil compaction alters soil structure to a condition
usually less favorable to plant growth. The increase
in soil density is accompanied by a decrease in pore
space, which in turn reduces air exchange, water
infiltration, and permeability. The increase in soil
density also produces an increase In soil strength,
which retards tree root extension.

Soil compaction reduces the height growth of seedlings
of several coniferous species by 10 to 50 percent (Foil
and Ralston 1967; Froehlich 1979). Stem volume may be
affected more severely than height growth. In a study
with 16-year-old ponderosa pine, - soil compaction
decreased height growth by 29 percent and stem growth
by 68 percent (Froehlich 1979). Similarly, soil com-
paction reduced height growth of 26-year-old loblolly
pine by 13 percent and stem volume growth by 53 percent
(Perry 1964). The growth reduction of individual trees
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apparently is related to the amount of root zone com-
pacted and the percentage of Increase in soil density
(Froehlich 1979; Perry 1964). Therefore, the impact of
skid trails on tree growth in a given tract will depend
on the amount of area in skid trails or the number of
trees affected and on the relative increase in soil
density in the skid trails.

Some forest managers have turned to skyline or even
helicopter logging as a means of reducing site impacts
from timber harvesting. These systems spare the soil
but are at least twice as expensive as ground skidding
with logging vehicles on gently sloping terrain
(Aulerich et al. 1974). One method of retaining the
economic advantages of ground skidding while reducing
the impacts of soil compaction might be an efficiently
planned system of skid trails covering only a small
portion of the total harvested area. This paper
describes a study designed to test the feasibility of
such a system.

METHODS
We studied the efficiency of log skidding with a trail
system restricted to 10 percent or less of the har-
vested area. The study unit consisted of a stand of
35- to 40-year-old Douglas-fir with an understory of
brush species and scattered hardwoods; slope of the
stand was 31 percent or less.
Diameter of the Douglas-firs ranged from 4 to 18 inches
and averaged 10 inches. Approximately 40 percent of

the merchantable stems were to be removed. The timber

fallers selected the trees to be cut. These trees were
from the middle diameter classes of the stand (8 to 12
inches d.b.h.); most of the smaller and larger trees
were left.
The area to be logged with designated skid trails was
12.4 acres. Roughly parallel routes were flagged to
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produce skid trails at spacings of 100, 150, and 250
feet. Two trails, each about 600 feet long, were
established for each spacing. These trails allowed
downhill skidding to a minor truck road and then down
the road to several convenient landing sites. Before
timber falling began, the designated trail routes were
cleared of brush with a single pass of a small crawler
tractor, thereby insuring that the timber fallers knew
the exact location of the trails and could fall each
tree to produce the most favorable lead to them.

An adjacent 9.9-acre tract was thinned conventionally.
The logger was permitted to select the routes of the
skid trails as the thinning, progressed. The logs were
taken to two landings, one on the uphill edge and one
on the downhill border.

On both units, trees were bucked and I imbed to a 5-inch
top. Maximum log lengths was 48 feet. The logs were
skidded and decked with a rubber-tired skidder for

later loading and hauling by self-loading log trucks.

Some of the turns from each unit were timed in detail.
The winching cycle was divided into six subcycles so

that we could determine the time spent in positioning
the skidder, delays, outhauling the winch line, hooking
the turn, resetting the chokers if necessary to over-
come hangups on residual trees, and inhauling the winch
line to the skidder. In addition, data were obtained
on the winching distance, ground slope from skidder to
log, logs per turn, number of winch cycles per turn,
crew size, and total skidding distance. The unhooking
and decking times at the landing were averaged for
inclusion in total turn time. Times were recorded to
the nearest 0.01 minute and distances to the nearest
foot.

Damage to residual stems with designated and conven-
tional skidding was compared. Such damage was measured
only on the unit with designated skid trails. Height
of wound on the tree bole and distance of the wounded
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tree from a skid trail were recorded for three wound
sizes: (1) 10 square inches or less, (2) 11 to 50

square inches, and (3) 51 square inches or greater. A
total of 989 trees were examined for stem wounds.
These data were then compared with data from an earlier
study (Aulerich et al. 1974) of damage to residual
trees from conventional thinning. The logging
contractor was the same in both studies, and stand and
slope conditions were similar.

The data were analyzed by stepwise regression to
develop prediction equations for both winch cycle time
and skid cycle time. These two equations were used to
compute productivity in logs per hour for both the con-
ventional and the designated skid trail systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Skid trails covered 20 percent of the ground surface in
the unit thinned conventionally but only 11 percent in
the area with trails 100 feet apart, 7 percent in the
area with trails 150 feet apart, and 4 percent in the
area with trails 250 feet apart. These values are com-
parable to others reported for trail coverage during
conventional and designated skidding (Aulerich et al.

1974; Bradshaw 1979).

In both conventional and designated trail systems, as

well as cable logging systems, cable must be pulled

some distance to accumulate the turn of logs. Line-
pulling distance in the unit with conventional trails
averaged 32.8 feet--not much more than the 30.8-foot

average winching distance reported for a previous study
of tractor thinning (Aulerich et al. 1974). in com-
pfarison, areas with trail spacings of either 100 or 150
feet required an average winching distance of about 34
feet, whereas the area with a spacing of 250 feet

required an average winching distance of 52.4 feet. In

another productivity analysis of designated trail
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systems, Bradshaw (1979) noted that an average winching
distance of 57 feet was required to yard logs to
planned skid trails occupying 4 percent of the har-

vested area.

Productivity for conventional and designated trail
systems was calculated from measured skidding variables

(Table 1) and regression equations for winch cycle and
skid cycle times (Table 2). Overall productivity of

TABLE 1.

MEASURED SKIDDING VARIABLES DURING LOGGING WITH
DESIGNATED AND CONVENTIONAL TRAIL SYSTEMS.

Designated
trail system

Conventional
trail system

Variable Avg.Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max.

Skid
distance, feet 556 100 1000 599 0 1430

Logs
per turn 4.08 1 9 3.98 0 6

Winching cycles
per turn 1.78 0 4 1.50 0 4

Winch distance,
feet 46.2 0 143.0 32.8 0 80

Number of
logs per
winch cycle 2.29 -- 2.64 -

Ground slope
from skidder
to log, percent 4 -13 31 4 -15 25

Crew size 1.6 1 3 1.7 1 2
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TABLE 2.

REGRESSION EQUATIONS DEVELOPED FOR WINCH CYCLE1 AND SKID
CYCLE TIMES.

Winch cycle
time
(minutes) = 1.3600 - 0.450 (Crew size)

+ 0.041 (Winch distance, feet)

+ 0.017 (Slope from skidder to turn, percent)

+ 0.643 (Number of logs per winch)

0.610 (Trail system--1 for designated,

0 for conventional)

R2 = 0.46
a < 0.05

Skid cycle
time
(minutes) = 1.6900 + 0.005 (Total skid distance, feet)

+ 0.557 (Number of logs per turn)

- 1.020 (Trail system--1 for designated,

0 for conventional)

R2 = 0.59
a = 0.05

'Equation based on 298 timed cycles.
2Equation based on 192 timed cycles.
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logs per hour was similar for both trail systems (Table
3). The designated system required a greater winching
time than did the conventional system because more time
was involved in outhauling the winching line (Table 4)
and because more winch cycles were needed to accumulate
each turn. Less time was spent in skidder positioning
and hooking on designated trails than on conventional
trails. On designated trails, the increase in total

TABLE 3.

PRODUCTIVITY WITH THE CONVENTIONAL AND DESIGNATED TRAIL
SYSTEMS.

Variable
Designated

trails
Conventional

trails

Winch cycle
(minutes)1 3.48 3.72

Winch cycles/turn 1.78 1.50

Winch time

(minutes/turn) 6.19 5.57

Skidding time
(minutes)1 5.83 7.02

Total turn
time (minutes 2 12.02 12.59

Logs/turn 4.08 3.96

Logs/hour 20 19

lAverage values in Table 1 applied to equations in
Table 2.

2Winch time plus skidding time.



TABLE 4.

AVERAGE SUBCYCLE TIMES FOR WINCHING LOGS ON THE UNITS
WITH DESIGNATED AND CONVENTIONAL SKID TRAILS.

Designated trails' Conventional trails2

Subcycle Minutes Percent Minutes Percent

Positioning 0.38 9 0.82 18

Outhauling 0.60 14 0.53 12

Hooking 1.08 25 1.30 28

Resetting 0.69 16 0.61 13

Inhauling 0.65 15 0.49 11

Total productive
time 3.40 79 3.75 82

Delay 0.93 21 0.81 18

TOTAL 4.33 100 4.56 100

'Values are based on 350 timed cycles.
2Values are based on 152 timed cycles.

winching time was offset by the savings in skidding
time. Part of this savings can be attributed to the

relative straightness of these trails as contrasted
with the tortuous pattern of the conventional ones.
But other differences in skidding time may be intrinsic
to this study. For example, the logger chose to log
part of the conventional unit uphill and, thus, may

have increased his turn time on that unit. Also, the
average skidding distance was about 40 feet longer on
the conventional than on the designated trails,
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suggesting that the logger could have chosen more
direct skid paths.

Overall productivity was relatively unaffected by even
the longest winching distance used in this study.
Production of logs per hour was slightly better on the
area with designated trails spaced 250 feet apart and
an average winching distance of 52.4 feet than on the
conventionally skidded unit with closer trail spacings
and shorter winching distances.

In another comparison of the two types of trail

systems, Bradshaw (1979) noted that productivity was
10.8 percent less from the designated trails than from
the conventional trails. He attributed this decrease
to the much shorter winching distance required in the
conventional trail system used in his study. Bradshaw
also noted that hooking time was increased on winching
cycles as compared to cycles on which no winching was
required.

Skidding to designated trails produced less damage to
residual trees than did conventional tractor yarding.

Only 9 percent of the residual trees in the unit with
designated trails had stem wounds, whereas from 25 to
30 percent of the residual trees in four conventionally
logged units were wounded (Aulerich et at. 1974).

Trees closest to skid trails were damaged more
frequently; 57 percent of the damaged trees in this
study were within 10 feet of a trail. About 65 percent
of the scars were within 1 foot of the ground.

The economic importance of this reduction in stem
damage with designated trails depends on the probabil-
ity of infection, the rate of wood loss to decay

fungi, and the length of time before the damaged trees
are harvested. Larger wounds and those nearest the
ground have the highest probability of being infected.
Eighteen percent of the wounds were very small (less
than 10 square inches), 49 percent of the wounds ranged
from 11 to 50 square inches, and 33 percent of the

wounds were 51 square Inches or larger. The latter
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group Included a few large wounds up to 450 square

inches.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Designated skid trails for thinning young timber can

reduce the area of compacted soil by at least two-

thirds without decreasing productivity. The compacted
area is reduced by spacing the trails evenly throughout
the unit and winching logs to the logging vehicle.

This technique is economical and efficient if trees are
felled to the lead of the trail. Directional falling,
which requires close cooperation of the fallers and

loggers, eases the task of winching logs to the trail,
reduces wounds on residual stems, and reduces the time
and effort required to outhaul winch cable. With
directional falling, we found that the average winching
distance for trail spacings up to 150 feet was essen-
tially the same as that for the conventionally har-
vested unit. The average winching distance of 52.4

feet for the widest trail spacing (250 feet) was only 3
feet farther than that required by cable thinning with
corridors spaced about every 200 feet (Aulerich et at.

1974).

This study did not examine costs for the layout of skid
trails or directional falling. The logging contractor
suggested that there would be no additional costs for

directional falling if the fallen selected the trees.

In contrast, when the trees are pre-marked, some of

them can only be felled easily in certain spots, and

additional time is required to fall these trees as
close to the desired lead as possible.

In previously harvested areas, we recommend using

existing trails wherever possible. The primary purpose
of designating trails is to minimize soil compaction,
and the slow recovery of compacted soil argues against

dedicating additonal area to new trails. It is there-
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fore important that designated skid trails be installed
so that they will effectively serve all future har-
vesting entries. When an existing trail clearly will
not function in a planned system, new trails probably
should be designated.

The results of this and previous studies indicate that
a policy of installing designated skid trails for
thinning and harvesting and of tilling previously com-
pacted areas will minimize soil compaction and thereby
enhance forest productivity.
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British/ Metric Conversions
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters
1 foot = 0.305 meter
1 acre = 0.405 hectare
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